Client Agreement Document
Our Services
Moneyweb Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. FCA Number 189146. You can
check this on the FCA’s Register by visiting the FCA’s
website https://register.fca.org.uk/ or by contacting the FCA
on 0800 111 6768.

Our Commitment to You
Prior to providing you with any advice we will take time to
understand your current needs, circumstances and attitude to
risk (where applicable). Any advice provided will be confirmed
to you in writing.
Moneyweb Limited takes all our regulatory responsibilities
very seriously and we ensure that all our staff are required to
demonstrate their competence to undertake their role and our
business is structured in a manner that is designed to meet in full
all the requirements set by our regulator, the Financial Conduct
Authority, and under European Securities and Market Authority rules.

Client Classification
Investment
Moneyweb Limited classifies all clients as ‘retail clients’
for investment business, which means you are afforded all
protections under the rules of the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA).
Should you wish to be classified differently for investment
business, please discuss this with your adviser. Please note
that should you wish to be considered as a different category
of customer for investment business, such as a professional
client or eligible counterparty you must inform us in writing.
We will provide you with a new client agreement and you
may lose a number of protections which will be outlined in
that new agreement.

Non-Investment and General Insurance
Moneyweb Limited classifies all clients as ‘consumers’ for noninvestment insurance business, which means you are afforded all
protections under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

Should we need to classify you differently we will discuss this
with you, however, you should be aware that you may lose a
number of regulatory protections which will be outlined in a
revised agreement.

Methods of Communication
Unless you advise us otherwise, we will communicate with you
via the following methods of communication, face to face, e-mail,
telephone and letter.

Handling Clients’ Money
Moneyweb Limited does not handle clients’ money. We never
accept a cheque made out to us (unless it is a cheque in
settlement of charges or disbursements for which we have sent
you an invoice) or handle cash.

Introductions to a Third Party
We may receive a fee for making introductions to third party
product or service providers. Should we receive a fee we will
confirm in writing to you what that fee will be.
When acting as an introducer, marketer or promoter of a scheme,
no responsibility is accepted for any matters arising from the
referral to the scheme product provider. It is your responsibility to
ensure that you enter into separate Terms & Conditions with the
third-party adviser.

Data Protection
For details of our Data Protection statement and policy, please
see our separate Data Protection Statement and consent form,
which will be provided separately to you.

Scope of Advice - Independent Advice
We will only provide advice and make a recommendation to you
having fully assessed your financial needs and objectives. This
means that we will spend some time discussing with you: what
you want to achieve financially and see if the advice and services
that we offer are going to be appropriate to address them.
It is important to us that you fully understand how we go about
doing this, so please do ask us for more detail if anything is
unclear to you.
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Our Investment Proposition

Accounting to You

We have constructed an investment proposition that has been
designed over time to meet many of our client’s needs. Often our
clients share common characteristics in terms of their financial
circumstances and financial objectives. Where our investment
proposition is not going to be suitable to meet your needs,
we will look outside of this to find a bespoke solution that will.
We have close relationships with certain parties used within
this proposition - see next section ‘Tatton Capital Limited’ It is
important to note that we have chosen to work with these parties
because they offer products that are from across the whole of
the market and are not selected unless they meet a rigorous
selection process.

We will forward to you all documents showing ownership of your
investments as soon as practicable after we receive them; where
a number of documents relating to a series of transactions is
involved, we will normally hold each document until the series is
complete and then forward them to you.

Financial Products

If you cannot settle your complaint with us, you may be
entitled to refer it to the Financial Ombudsman Service.
http://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk.

In respect of the financial products that we use, we do not restrict
ourselves to certain types of products. We will look across a range
of products which are called Retail Investment Products, we will
also look at Cash ISAs, National Savings Products and structured
products as well. We use research tools to select these products
using criteria set to meet your needs and will not use pre-determined
lists or only a small range of preferred providers. We aim to find the
right product to meet your needs on each and every occasion.

Product Providers
In respect of the product providers that we use: we do not restrict
our advice to certain companies. Instead, we use research tools
to help us find the company that provides the right products to
meet your needs.

Non-Investment Insurance
We offer products from a range of insurers on the basis of a fair
analysis of the market, for example; for Term Assurance, Critical
Illness and Income Protection Policies.

Complaints and Compensation
Complaints
If you wish to register a complaint, please contact us in
writing at address at the front of this agreement or telephone
us on 01723 378234.

Compensation Arrangements
We have briefly set out some information about the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) below.
If you would like further information about compensation
scheme arrangements, details are available at:
www.fscs.org.uk or call 0800 678 1100.
Most of the products we advise on are covered by the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). You may be
entitled to compensation from the scheme if product providers
or we cannot meet our obligations. This depends on the type
of business and the circumstances of the claim. The actual
level of compensation you receive will depend on the basis
of your claim. The FSCS only pays compensation for financial
loss. Compensation limits are per person per firm, and per
claim category.

Conflicts of Interest
We have a legal and regulatory obligation to take all appropriate
steps to identify and to prevent or manage conflicts of interest
from arising. In the event of any of our business interests or
activities creating a potential conflict of interest we will ensure
that we take all appropriate steps to manage the potential conflict
by maintaining robust systems, controls and staff training. In the
unlikely event that we are unable to prevent the potential conflict,
we will fully disclose to you, the general nature and/or sources of
conflicts of interest and the steps taken to mitigate those risks.

Best Execution
It is our policy to transact your business in order to achieve the
best possible results in terms of the:
n
n
n
n
n

price of products, providers and services
cost of advice
speed
size and nature of the transaction
effectiveness of the platform/provider/service provider

Other Benefits We May Receive
We will not receive any financial inducement or gift that will in any
way compromise our ability to provide you with suitable advice.
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Investment

Payment for Services

Most types of investment business are covered for 100% of the
first £50,000 per person per firm, so the maximum compensation
is £50,000 per person per firm.

We will provide you with the following service, the cost of which is
covered by our implementation fee.

Deposits
Money in accounts like current and savings accounts, including
cash Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) are covered up to
£85,000 per authorised firm (£170,000 for a joint account).
It should be noted that ‘authorised firms’ may have different
brands. The FSCS will provide a £1million protection limit for
temporary high balances held with your bank, building society
or credit union if it fails. A temporary high balance would apply
when payments have been received in respect of specified life
events, details of which can be obtained from FSCS.

Protection, non-Investment Insurance mediation.

A full explanation of our company, how we work and a written
explanation of the services that our company offers, so that you
will fully understand the level of services and advice you can
expect from us.
A full financial review will always be offered in order to
understand and agree with you; your needs and objectives based
on a comprehensive review of your current financial position. Full
details of our financial review service are confirmed in our client
engagement letter.
Completion of a detailed risk analysis assessment to fully
understand your attitude and tolerance to risk.

Protection is at 100%, where:
(1) T
 he claim is in respect of a liability subject to compulsory
insurance:

Research of the market place to ensure the most appropriate
provider is recommended.
All our advice will be confirmed in writing.

(2) The claim is in respect of:
We will forward any policy documents(s) to you as required.
n A relevant omission; and
n A
 professional indemnity insurance contract, or would be in
respect of a professional indemnity insurance contract if the
insurance contract had been affected:

Implementation Fees - Lump Sum Business and
Business that is transferred
It is our company policy to offer you a choice on how we are paid
for the Implementation Fee on any lump sum investment business.

(3) The claim is:
n In respect of a relevant omission;
n In respect of a relevant general insurance contract or would
be in respect of a relevant general insurance contract if the
insurance contract had been affected; and
n A
 rises from the death or incapacity of the policyholder owing
to injury, sickness or infirmity:
(4) The claim is in respect of:
n A relevant omission; and
n A
 pure protection contract, or would be in respect of a
pure protection contract if the insurance contract had
been affected
(5) In all other cases: 90% of claim.

Cost of Our Service
Introduction
To ensure that you are always fully aware of our advice costs and
how and when you are going to be asked to pay for this, verbally
and in writing asking for your consent by signing our client
engagement letter. We will confirm the exact amount and your
preferred payment method.
Generally, we will ask you to pay for our services at the time you
receive our Suitability Report letter.
Please note that if you have paid for our advice by way of a
cheque, and you subsequently cancel the policy within the
statutory cooling off period, we will not refund the fee received.
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It is our normal company policy to be remunerated for our advice
by way of a separate cheque, payable to our firm.
It is possible for you to agree to pay for our advice by way of
a deduction from our fee from the investment amount sent to
a fund manager or provider prior to its investment. To facilitate
this, the provider will need explicit evidence that you have you
have agreed to this method of payment and we shall ask you to
confirm this in our letter of engagement for onward transmission
to the provider. We will discuss your payment options with you
and answer any questions you have. We will not charge you until
we have agreed how and when we are to be paid.
The cost to implement our advice will be dependent on the
amount of investable assets available and will typically be as
detailed in the table below:
Investable Assets

% Fee

£0 to £99,999

4%

£100,000 to £349,000

3%

£350,000 to £499,000

2%

£500,000 to £999,999

1%

£1M +

Bespoke Terms

Implementation Fee – Initial Advice
The cost to implement our advice will depend on the amount of
investable assets available.
￼
See page 5 for ‘example A’ implementation fee as a
percentage of the funds invested.
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Implementation Fees – Regular Premium Investment
It will always be our policy to provide you with a separate
quote for work when considering regular premium investment
(excluding phased investment).
It is our company policy to arrange for the Implementation Fee
on regular premium investment to be deducted from the total
amount collected by the product provider. We will agree this
amount and ask you to confirm this, in our Client Engagement
Letter. Alternatively, we may ask for a separate cheque, payable
to our firm, dependent on the premium value considered.

Example of our Regular premium investment fee
We charge clients based on the amount of premium that is being
contributed into the plan. This is calculated at 3 times the regular
subscription as a fee.

Full details of our On-going review service are contained
in our ‘Client Guide to Moneyweb’ document. Charges are
detailed in the table below:
Investable Assets

% Fee

£0 to £99,999

1.20%
(Subject to a minimum of £600)

£100,000 to £349,000

1.00%

£350,000 to £499,000

0.80%

£500,000 to £999,999

0.60%

£1M +

Bespoke Terms

See page 6 for example ‘B’ – on-going advice charges.

Termination of Our Services - On-going Advice

You or we may terminate our authority to act on your behalf at any
time. You will be liable to pay for any advice or services that you
have received prior to the date of termination. This means that
where we have agreed the advice and services that we will provide
for you and we have agreed to receive payment for these, either by
means of a fee for investment business or by receiving commission
from a provider for non-investment business you will have to pay us
for any work we have completed up to the date of termination.

You have the right to cancel payment for our on-going services
by notice given in writing by either you or us. Termination shall
take place without penalty, subject to any outstanding fees
being paid. All monies received up to this point will remain the
property of Moneyweb Limited. Where you hold assets within
a WRAP, you need to be aware that there will be terms and
conditions applicable, such as your agreement with the wrap
provider in respect to facilitating our fees, which means you may
need to instruct the wrap provider directly and arrange for the
removal of assets from the WRAP or appoint another adviser
who will be able to access your assets and provide further ongoing advice to you. We will be pleased to assist you at this time
in cancelling our service to you, making sure that any WRAP
provider is informed of this cancellation.

Client Service Proposition

Pay As You Go

Level of Service

There are no regular on-going fees for this option, you pay for the
service as and when you need it.

Monthly premium £

Fee £

£100

£300

£300

£900

Termination of Our Services - Initial Advice

The firm has created a client service proposition to ensure that
our clients obtain the level of service they desire. There are two
levels of service “Evolution” and “Pay As You Go”

Evolution
Our Evolution service level gives you unlimited priority access
to a dedicated adviser and their support staff, annual and
six-monthly reviews arranged by your adviser, personal file
management and advice and support.

We will agree the cost of any work that you request on an
individual basis. You will pay for advice by means of an hourly
rate and we will confirm the actual rate that we will charge in a
letter of engagement before beginning work on your behalf. Full
information on the Pay As You Go service is contained in our
‘Client Guide to Moneyweb’ document.

The on-going costs that apply to the Moneyweb Evolution service
proposition are charged at a percentage of the value of assets
under advice. The charges are calculated once a year at your
agreed annual review date and are based on the value of your
investable assets at that time.
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Example ‘A’ - Implementation fee as a percentage of the funds invested
£0 to £99,999

4%

£50,000

£2,000

£48,000

Example fee of 4% - If you provide a lump sum of £50,000
our fee will be £2,000, that amount will be deducted before
the remaining £48,000 is invested. The £2,000 is paid to us
by the provider as our fee.

£100,000 to
£349,000

3%

£100,000

£3,000

£97,000

Example fee 3% - If you provide a lump sum of £100,000 and
our fee is £3,000, that amount will be deducted before the
remaining £97,000 is invested. The £3,000 is paid to us by
the provider as our fee.

£350,000 to
£499,000

2%

£400,000

£8,000

£392,000

Example fee 2% - If you provide a lump sum of £400,000
and our fee is £8,000, that amount will be deducted before
the remaining £392,000 is invested. The £8,000 is paid to us
by the provider as our fee.

£500,000 to
£999,999

1%

£900.000

£9,000

£891,000

Example fee 1% - If you provide a lump sum of £900,000
and our fee is £9,000, that amount will be deducted before
the remaining £891,000 is invested. The £9,000 is paid to us
by the provider as our fee.

£1M +

Bespoke Terms

Bespoke terms to be agreed with your adviser.

Example ‘B’ - On-going advice charges
£0 to
£99,999

1.2% (Subject to a
minimum of £600)

£50,000

£600

Example fee 1.2% - If you have £50,000 of assets
under management, our fee would be £600.

£100,000
to £349,000

1%

£100,000

£1,000

Example fee 1% -If you have £100,000 of assets
under management, our fee would be £1,000.

£350,000
to £499,000

0.8%

£350,000

£2,800

Example fee 0.80% - If you have £350,000 of
assets under management, our fee would be
£2,800.

£500,000
to £999,999

0.6%

£500,000

£3,000

Example fee 0.60% - If you have £500,000 of
assets under management, our fee would be
£3,000.

£1M +

Bespoke Terms
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Bespoke terms to be agreed with your adviser.
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Clients Consent
This is our standard client agreement upon which we intend to rely. For your own benefit and protection you should read the terms
carefully before signing, as by signing you consent to the terms contained in the Client Agreement, including Data Protection giving
authorisation to transfer information between parties. If there are any terms within this agreement that you do not understand, please
ask for further information.
The Client Agreement will come into effect from the date of acceptance of this agreement, which will be confirmed by the date
provided in the ‘date of signature box’ below, unless otherwise stated.

Client Name(s):

Client Signature(s):

Date of Signature:

Date of Issue:

CAD 5 11/18
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Clients Consent
This is our standard client agreement upon which we intend to rely. For your own benefit and protection you should read the terms
carefully before signing, as by signing you consent to the terms contained in the Client Agreement, including Data Protection giving
authorisation to transfer information between parties. If there are any terms within this agreement that you do not understand, please
ask for further information.
The Client Agreement will come into effect from the date of acceptance of this agreement, which will be confirmed by the date
provided in the ‘date of signature box’ below, unless otherwise stated.
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